FOUNDER, EXECUTIVE WINEMAKER, PROPRIETOR UPCHURCH VINEYARD

Chris Upchurch
“Here I can focus on one wine from one plot and
one family with the hope that this will become
a wine of generations to come.”

Chris’ love for wine started in
his youth, with extensive travel
throughout the Grand Cru winegrowing regions of Europe and
the west coast of the US. “I had to
start off developing my palate and
my perspective. How can you make
great wine if you don’t know what
that is?” After graduating with a
Bachelor of Science degree from
the University of Colorado and
University of Washington, Chris
began his career as a wine merchant,
working with several of Seattle’s
best-known restaurants. This
experience allowed him to hone
his palate while tasting wines from
around the world. For 23 years and

counting as founding winemaker
and partner of DeLille Cellars,
Chris has crafted some of the finest
and most award winning wines in
Washington State. In 2007 Chris
came full circle and started his own
vineyard and was able to create what
most winemakers dream about.
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Sustainability at
Upchurch Vineyard

“Here at Upchurch Vineyard we hope to create
a culture of excellence that expresses the
authenticity of our plot and the passion of those
that are involved...”

From the beginning, Upchurch
sustainable agriculture:
Salmon-Safe. an independent
Vineyard has been dedicated to
“A sustainable agriculture is one
nonprofit organization devoted
sustainable farming. “I have
that, over the long term, enhances
to restoring agricultural and
always believed in the notion of
environmental quality and the
urban watersheds so that salmon
terroir,” states Chris Upchurch,
resource base on which agriculture can spawn and thrive., especially
Founder and Executive Winemaker depends; provides for basic
important in the Northwest.
of Upchurch Vineyard. “Our
human food and fiber needs; is
enterprise is generational, and
economically viable; and enhances “Here at Upchurch Vineyard
we hope to create a culture of
thus it is incumbent upon us to
the quality of life for farmers and
remain custodians of the land and
society as a whole,” Upchurch adds. excellence that expresses the
authenticity of our plot and the
to act with care and responsibility.”
Upchurch Vineyard is certified by
passion of those that are involved,
Sustainable agriculture is the
L.I.V.E. (Low Input Viticulture
all to produce a Washington State
pragmatic solution to green
and Enology) a non-profit
‘First Growth’ from our vineyard
farming. In 1989, the American
organization that promotes and
on Red Mountain,” Upchurch
Agronomy Society adopted
certifies sustainable vineyard
concludes.
the following definition for
practices, as well as certified by
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LTL

“Larger Than Life”
While Upchurch Vineyard has long
been a dream of the celebrated
Washington State winemaker Chris
Upchurch, and his wife Thea,
LTL came about more as a lucky
coincidence.

“Leave it to Chris to create an
everyday wine that’s delicious and
really over delivers,” notes Dick
Boushay, longtime friend and UV
vineyard manager. “I have watched
him in his blending trails for
years and am always amazed at the
results.”

“I’m always surprised at how much
exceptional fruit comes from Red
Mountain,” remarks Upchurch.
It was Kelsey Upchurch, Chris’
“Our vineyard produces a Cab with
daughter and General Manager
exceptional structure and ripeness, of UV that named the new wine.
reflecting a terroir all its own; the “Over the years, my dad has been
first selections go into our UV
referred to as ‘larger than life’
Cabernet and Counterpart wines,
many times, and I can’t let him
but I’ve discovered that I can blend get away with that. But in terms of
some of our Cabernet with fruit
naming his latest creation, a wine
from other great Red Mountain
made from the powerhouse grapes
vineyards to create some hedonistic we grow on Red Mountain, that
wines of great richness and
seemed a no brainer.”
character. At first, frankly, it was
an experiment during the blending
trials, but I realized that the wine
that was created was another great
red blend at a more assessable
price.”
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